EDITORIAL HIGHLIGHTS, SEPTEMBER SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR:
Written for School Superintendents
Editorial Theme: Regaining Focus on the Mission

When facing complex problems, superintendents turn to their peers for expert advice, insight and more. School Administrator is where they will find answers that do not appear elsewhere.

- **Getting Unstuck on the Path of Organizational Change**/A professor of education policy, organization and leadership and a former superintendent discuss 9 challenges to leading change, including limited capacity, misjudged resistance and vision confusion.

- **Lead from Where You Are: Building Intention, Connection and Direction in Our Schools**/A Wisconsin superintendent and an author of new book shares his experience and recommendations.

- **Values That Drive the Leadership Work**/An insightful article about the essential ingredients that build a work culture where others are willing to pursue major changes to improve equity.
  - Sidebar: Vignettes of three inspiring superintendents who’ve built trust and commitment with staff

- **Pause. Reflect. Plan: Regaining the Focus on the “Why”**/Frazzled from two-plus years of COVID-19 and divisive issues, superintendents learn to re-energize by reflecting on “why” they became a superintendent.

- **Bring Back the Renaissance Leader: Problem-Solving with Humility and Creativity**/Complex problems are rarely solved with simple solutions. Two educators explore the benefits of a Renaissance leaders’ mindset when it comes to innovative solutions.

- **And More ...** Legal Brief, Board Savvy Superintendent and Leadership Lite humor columns.

PRINT AD RESERVATIONS CLOSE: JULY 8
DIGITAL AD RESERVATIONS CLOSE: AUGUST 17

Contact Kathy Sveen TODAY at ksveen@smithbucklin.com. She can create a program to stretch your budget and meet your specific needs. Ask her about new offers, advertorials, plus digital and E-Marketing opportunities!

COMING IN OCTOBER: School Infrastructure